
BELIZE CEILING LIGHT
FIXING INSTRUCTIONS

Please read these instructions carefully prior to installation and retain them for future reference. THIS PRODUCT IS
FOR INDOOR USE ONLY.

This product is only suitable for connection to a 230-240V~ 50Hz supply and in accordance with I.E.E. Wiring
Regulations.

If in doubt we recommend you consult a qualified electrician.

IMPORTANT
Our products should not be modified. If any modification is made it will invalidate the warranty and may render the product
unsafe.
Fuse value: A light fitting should be connected to a lighting circuit protected by a 5-amp fuse. If a light fitting is to be
connected to a ring main, a fused connection unit fitted with a 3-amp fuse should be installed.

F
This product is suitable for mounting onto a normally flammable surface .

Shade and bulb can become hot in use; allow to cool down before cleaning or maintenance.
Do not touch the bulb with your skin under any circumstances.

WASTE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS SHOULD NOT BE DISPOSED OF WITH HOUSEHOLD WASTE. PLEASE
RECYCLE WHERE FACILITIES EXIST. CHECK WITH YOUR LOCAL AUTHORITY FOR RECYCLING ADVICE.

SAFETY
Before commencing installation or maintenance, isolate the mains supply by switching off at the fuse box
and removing the relevant circuit fuse. This will prevent accidental switching on whilst work is in progress.
THIS PRODUCT MUST BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH NATIONAL BUILDING REGULATIONS.

The symbol
0.5M

on the product dictates that the lamp head must be at least 0.5m (50cm) from the lit surface.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Please note: you may need assistance to support the unit while fixing it to the surface and connecting to the

supply.
2. Remove the mounting plate from the fitting, by unscrewing the retaining screws on the side of the canopy. Using

the mounting plate as a template, mark the position of the fixing holes on the mounting surface. See fig. 1.

3. Pre-drill these holes taking care not to foul any pipes or mains cables beneath the surface.
4. Pass the mains cable through the hole in the rear of the mounting plate, Securely fasten the metal mounting plate

to the ceiling using suitable screws and wall plugs, (supplied), See fig.1. Ensure that you do not trap or strain any
cables between the mounting surface and the mounting plate.

5. Prepare the supply cable by stripping back (minimum) 50 mm of the outer sheathing, then strip 5 mm of the inner
insulation off their ends. (see Fig.2)
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6. Remove the terminal block cover from the transformer using a flat blade screwdriver.
7. Insert the supplied protection sleeving over all the incoming Live and Neutral supply wires. (See Fig.3)
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9. This transformer is double insulated and must not be earthed. If there are any incoming earth cables,
they must be joined together and well insulated with good quality insulation tape. This is to ensure earth 
continuity throughout your property.

10. Ensure that no loose strands of conductor are left exposed or protrude from the terminals. Replace the cover
for the terminal block .

11. Position the canopy of the fitting over the mounting plate and secure back into position by replacing the
three retaining screws. See fig.1.

12. Fit the bulbs (included): 10x Max. 10W 12V G4 BI PIN SELF SHIELDED HALOGEN CAPSULE BULBS.
See fig. 4.

13. Fit the shade to the shade retainer at the lamp holder. See fig.4 .

14. Installation is now complete. Replace the circuit fuse and switch on at the mains to test. 

BULB REPLACEMENT
1. Switch off the mains power supply.
2. Before replacing the bulb, allow it to cool down for at least 10 minutes.
3. Never touch the bulb with your fingers directly, cover it with a cloth. 
4. Remove the shade from the lamp holder by pulling out .
5. Loosen the bulb and remove it from the lamp.
6. Replace a new bulb with same voltage and wattage. 
7. Replace the shade.

8. Bring the mains supply to connect into the terminal blocks of the transformer. Ensure that the incoming
mains cables correspond to the terminal block of the transformer. The incoming live supply wire must be
opposite the L, and the incoming neutral supply wire must be opposite the N. See fig. 3.

Model No. :
Input Voltage:  230-240V~50Hz
Max. Wattage:  100W
Bulb:  10XMax.10W 12V G4 Bi Pin Halogen
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